Emerging Scholar
Ayman Aljarrah $10,000 Mathematical Creativity in Elementary Classroom Settings
Michelle Boyd $11,000 The Singing IN Flanders Fields Project: Pedagogy through a Choral Research Trip
Disability Activism and the Nova Scotia Accessibility Act: The Shift from Charity to Human Rights
Cynthia Bruce $7,150 Improving the clinical potential of host-defense peptides by examining the structural basis for selective cancer cell killing
Melanie Coombs $11,000 Nanotechnology and essential oils: development of novel green formulations for managing ticks
Nicoletta Faraone $11,000 The Southern Mani Archaeological Project
Chelsea Gardner $10,000 The Singing IN Flanders Fields Project: Pedagogy through a Choral Research Trip
Kate Gignac $4,300 Perpetual Identity Work: Discerning the Dynamics of Counselor Selfhood
Daniel Lametti $11,000 Language Representations in the Bilingual Brain
Specific gender differences in specific sports known to be more prone to concussions and Developing a neuromuscular training intervention
Lauren Lattimer $11,000 Examine the life of Annie Walker Armstrong
Melody Maxwell $10,000 Developing a neuromuscular training intervention
Ruben Sandapen $4,500 The emergence of mass in the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics
Hassan Sarhadi $9,000 Marine Transportation Response and Preparedness Planning

Visiting Professor
Aruna Chhikara $6,500 Visiting Acadia to strengthen complementary research capabilities
Geoff Harder & Harvey $9,600 Clarify our thinking about how the Vaughan Memorial Library can best modify and use its resources
John Waldron $7,000 Tectonic processes in NS during Appalachian orogenesis and Pangea assembly
Patricia Wright $3,700 The consequences of social behavior in amphibious fishes

Visitorship
Claudine Bonner $10,000 Exploration and Inventory: Archival Analysis within Diaspora
Nancy Clarke $9,000 Reconfiguration in Graphs
John Guiney Yallop $8,000 Sexual Orientation and Gender Diversity Issues in Canadian Educational Contexts
Kirk Hillier $4,300 In search of the Hawaiian bud moth
Amitabh Jha $5,600 Visit to the University of Saskatchewan
Ken Shorley $5,800 South India Presentation "Rhythm from Global Perspectives Lifelong Machine Learning (LML) consolidation and transfer of knowledge with University of Otago and University of Illinois
Danny Silver $6,750 University of Otago and University of Illinois
Allison Walker $10,000 Marine fungi of South Australia
Peter Williams $5,200 Visit University of Siena, Appalachian State University